
Overview
996L-KC lever key capture trim allows for single-handed entry 
while incorporating the patented vandal-resistant trim design.

The trim is unlocked using a 180 degree key turn, upon which the 
key becomes captured in cylinder. This operation allows the lever 
to become active and used to open the door. When the key is 
then rotated to a maximum 180° in the reverse direction, the key 
can be removed, and the lever returns to a rigid/locked state. 

The vandal-resistant breakaway feature engages when more 
than 35 lbs. of torque pressure is applied to the locked lever.  In 
breakaway mode, the lever dangles, internal components are 
protected from breakage, and the trim remains locked. Lever 
position is restored simply by pulling up on the lever.

The 996L-KC trim is compatible with most 98/99 device 
configurations with the exception of 75 mortise locks.

The 996L-KC trim can be ordered with a device, or a conversion 
kit can be purchased as a standalone product to be retrofitted  to 
an existing 996L trim.

Features and benefits

 § Vandal-resistant breakaway lever

 § Allows for single-handed operation

 § Compatible with most device 
configurations, except for 75 
mortise locks

 § Field retrofit kits work for 996L

 § Field-reversible handing

996L-KC
Lever key capture trim
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To order, specify:

 § 996L-KC

 § Lever style: 06 lever is furnished standard if not specified

 § Handing: RHR or LHR (RHR is furnished standard if not 
specified; field reversible)

 § Finish: 605, 606, 612, 613, 619, 622, 625, 626, 643e, 693, 695

 § When ordering with device, specify device type + 996L-KC, 
example: 98LX 996L-KC

 § When ordering conversion kit, specify part number 47683326

Note: For more ordering details, please reference Von Duprin catalog and price book.
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